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Abstract: We know that increasing fuel consumption, high environmental pollution and time wasting 
are the visible results of high traffic density. Developing new directions or even highways is alternative 
way to solve this problem. It may add several junctions. Therefore junction controlling is very 
important, because their usual operation will cause problem if they remain without control. This not 
only doesn't help to traffic managing but also leads traffic towards deadlock conditions. So, in this 
paper, we present a procedure which control intersection in main streets. We also provide intelligent 
traffic lights for each junction. These traffic lights are able to estimate traffic density, send parameters 
to control center and also receive them from control center. We simulate this junction controller system 
by CPN modeling tool to investigate the accuracy of system performance. Coloured Petri Net (CPN) 
can be used for simulation of different systems to remove probable defects in system and even leads it 
towards examination phase by various input parameters and also evaluate the results. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Increasing new directions and developing previous one are the most alternatives which are carrying out to 
decrease traffic density.  

When new directions designed, several junctions may construct, traffic lights are installed for each direction 
to control and manage traffic of vehicles. Today, Fuzzy intelligent lights are used to indicate a good 
performance. But there is a question:  

why yet traffic leads to a deadlock condition?  
Another question is that should traffic lights be control or manages in some way?  
Why and how can do if we want to control traffic lights? The answer is Yes.  
In some paths, traffic lights must perform on the priority of the crossing path. Main directions have higher 

traffic density so, cars should move faster on them. Each traffic light in main street sends signal to intersection 
control center, then a rapid transform is applied by control center in traffic light in special conditions. Our 
proposed procedure follows this foundation in controlling traffic lights and finally we simulate controlling 
system by CPN modeling tool.  

The rest of the paper is as following: 
 Fuzzy traffic light function in section Ш. Section IV introduced the Petri net. The proposed system in 

section V and its simulation is explained in section VI. Finally, conclusion of these arguments is present in 
section VII. 
 
Related Work: 

This case is argued in previous papers and some activities are executed, such as:  
Fuzzy controller system is provided in papers which created a time, according to the 2 or 3 arrival 

parameters and their evaluation. This created time is related to the increasing of time needed when cars are 
crossing the junction. Paper (Mrs. Shilpa Mehta, 2008) is divided a street into 3 longitudinal traffic lanes 
through camera sensor and image processing. Then, it will provide a crossing chance in each lane. Operation is a 
function and performed according phases. 

In paper (Kok Khiang Tan, 1996), simulated software is provided. It will simulate a traffic junction on two 
kind of controller system (ordinary and Fuzzy), according to cases such as waiting time, traffic density, cost and 
etc. And paper (S. Barzegar, 2010) will introduce the simulation of traffic light controller by Fuzzy Petri net.  
 
Fuzzy Traffic Light: 

In fact, human brain with respect to the various factors and on the base of inductive thinking, define the 
sentence and valuate them. It should be understand that modeling of human thinking style and changing it into 
the mathematical language and formula, will be most complex, if it was not impossible. By using of Fuzzy logic 
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in a computer program, the values like low, medium, much can be attributed to a variable. Thus, a controller 
system should be designed, which can understand and execute the results as those implement by men. It means 
that the designed controller system must have distinguishing, processing and executing power of the brain of 
police officer and display the same result. It should be intelligent in different conditions and resolve the 
problem. One of the functions of Fuzzy logic is the control of time and traffic light state in a junction. With 
respect to traffic density in a lane, it is not simple to make mathematical formula to determine a specific moment 
for each four directions. Thus, by using Fuzzy logic, we can match traffic density of each direction to 
conditions, such as too low and low and also consider allotted time for each side as a traffic function of that side 
in relation to traffic of other sides of junction. For example, to control the traffic of an intersection, the 
following procedures are performed: if traffic density in east-west direction was higher than what in north-south, 
traffic light will allot a longer crossing time in east-west direction than north-south. 
 
Petri Net: 

In 1962, Petri net was introduced by Karl Aram Petri, as a modeling implement of computer systems. Petri 
net, on the base of mathematical logic and graphically, is a useful implement in modeling process.  

Petri net can be used in modeling, clarifying and analyzing the systems which are distributed simultaneous, 
parallel or accidental nature.  

Coloured Petri net was introduced in 1987, by Jensen as a developed model of PN simultaneous 
presentation model. Coloured Petri net is a tool which can be used in investigating the reality of separated 
events. 

CPNs are used to analyze and to keep the significant and useful signs and information of structure and 
dynamic execution of simulated systems. A customary concept of CPN is: CPN have six members, CPN = 
{P,T,C,I  ,I ⁺, M₀}, which are:  

1) P={p₁, p₂,…, pn} denotes a finite and not-empty set of places,  

2) T={t₁, t₂,…, tm} denotes a finite and not-empty set of transitions, P∩T=∅  
3) C, is a color function which is not-empty and finite set of colors to each place and also is finite and not-

empty set of states to each transition,  
4) I , I⁺ denote the backward and forward incidence functions defined by P×T,  

such that I⁻(p,t),I⁺(p,t) ∈ [C(t)→C(p)MS], ∀(p,t) ∈ P×T². 5) M₀, defined function of P which specifies 

first signs such as M₀(P) ∈ C(P)MS.  
 There are four main components in Petri net:  
1) (●)Token: specify existence in system.  
2) (         ) Place: temporary place for maintenance of Tokens.  
3) (       ) Arc: show Token directions.  
4) (     )Transition: specify main operation in system.  
A system can be modeling just by these four simple elements. 

 
The Proposed System: 

A) Environmental conditions: 
 The following principles and hypothesis are considered in developing of proposed controller system.  
1) Junction directs cars from north to south and west to east,  
2)  When cars cross the junction from north to south, moving in west to east direction will not allow.  
3)  Vehicles are allowed to move directly (move ahead),  
4)  Main direction is west-east Street which has priority due to high traffic density.  
5)  Main direction has several continuous junctions. First junction is in the beginning of main street (in 

west) and final junction place in the end of street (in east).  
6)  Sideways are north-south directions for each intersection which have less priority than west-east 

direction. 
 
B) Input and output parameters: 
There are 3 input and 2 output parameters in each traffic light.  
They can be described as following:  
Each 2 input parameters understand traffic density in north-south and west-east directions .[It supposed that 

values obtained by sensors, which are the values of input parameters, are Integer or will transform to it by 
rounding. They will transform to fuzzy relative values and will admit as a member of defined degrees (low, 
medium, many)] and third input parameter achieve its amount from control center.  

One of output parameter executes time or condition on its own junction [output will be considered as input 
for different function in order to distinguish that output is a time which must count or it is a condition which 
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should execute. Active function output will implement on traffic light] and other parameter send signal to 
control center. 

 
Describing function and Simulation: 

Now we introduce the performance of this proposed controller system, on the base of definitions provided 
in previous chapters.  

When traffic density received to medium or even higher level at beginning of main direction, first traffic 
light (at start part of main street) after evaluating vehicle density and determining an appropriate time, will 
change traffic light into green in order to cars move in main direction (fig I). 

Then it also sends this specified time to controller center.  
 

 
 
Fig. 1: 

 
When controller center received this sign from first traffic light, send it to second traffic light and also 

change traffic light condition to green for main direction (fig III).  
 

 
 
 
Fig. 2:  

 

 
 

Fig. 3: 
 
Now, when the second traffic light understand medium and higher level of traffic density, send the specified 

time again to controlling center.  
This center performs as it did when received signals from first traffic light and then send it to the next light 

(fig IV). This action will continue until final traffic light in direction. 
  

 
 

Fig. 4: 
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Fig. 5: 

 
Controller center performs on the base of specific priority of main direction in traffic density. Thus, traffic 

density in main courses should not be higher than medium level because it may leads streets towards deadlock. 
It is trying to high traffic density pass from main direction but it will never continue too much. Vehicles in 
sideway will move in their own specified time but it may occur with a slightly higher waiting time. Be careful if 
traffic density doesn't receive to medium level, traffic will have a normal condition in junction and the 
performance of traffic light will not change. 

 
Conclusion: 

Traffic lights controller system is applied to give priority to one direction than other around sideways to 
prevent traffic deadlock. When these kinds of systems understand an excessive traffic density in main streets, 
catch the control of traffic lights and allow traffic to move in main direction through blocking sideways. They 
will do this way continuously until traffic density reach to its common mass. In the normal state, each traffic 
light performs conventionally according to its own junction and also evaluates and operates on traffic density of 
its own intersection. Simulating through CPN tool allows us to show accuracy and applicable of proposed 
system. Of course this proposed system can be develop and expand for different conditions. Decreasing 
environment and noise pollution, less fuel consumption, more peace and even achieving higher chance for better 
life, the most important point, are some results of this system. 
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